How Accurate Construction Project Data
Helps Prevent Profit Loss

In an extremely competitive commercial construction landscape, it is more important
than ever to protect profit margins on construction projects. When working to maintain
profits, there is arguably nothing more critical than leveraging real-time data to make the
most informed decisions possible.
Despite the importance of leveraging real-time data to drive project decisions, many
project managers are left examining scanned paper drawings and 3D images to monitor
project progress. By the time these images are available for analysis, conditions on the
project are likely to have changed.
A better alternative to these antiquated methods of tracking commercial construction
installation progress is through the implementation of ICT Tracker that uses Building
Information Modeling (BIM) to provide intelligent data behind all tracked elements of the
construction project. With real-time data immediately available to all members of the

project team via an intuitive interface, the software facilitates optimization in a number of
project processes, leading to accurate construction and preventing profit losses.

Improved Labor Production

“Arguably the top driver of a profitable project is the performance of labor,” says Jeff
Guthrie a Phoenix based contractor. This makes labor management a critical priority of
any commercial construction project, but it can be difficult to assess the productivity of
labor as the workforce grows and self-performing contractors are added to the project.
By analyzing the BIM metrics provided by the ICT tracker, labor management is
improved in a number of ways, including:
● Assessing project pace in real-time - by having centralized data at the fingertips
of every project manager, data-driven labor actions can be taken. More workers
can be deployed where the project is lagging, reassigning contractors to project
areas that could use their assistance.

● Receiving tailored labor reports - understanding how labor is performing is
essential in protecting profits. This information is much more beneficial to have
during the project or in the planning phase as compared to once the project has
been completed. Tailored labor reports allow project managers to sort and filter
labor performance, providing actionable information that can drive decisions on
which contractors could benefit from additional training for future projects.

Better Utilization of Equipment
Just as leveraging labor is critical to the success of a construction project, so too is
optimizing equipment utilization. With the ICT Trackers’ real-time data, better utilization
of capital-intensive resources can be achieved by tracking equipment usage hours and
avoiding situations in which machinery is sitting idle. By breaking down the data
pertaining to equipment cost versus utilization rate, decision-makers can analyze the
yield on capital assets, leading to more profitable scheduling in the future.

Greater Control Over the Project

“In order for a construction project to be profitable, project controls must be repeatable
and scalable, especially as the list of contractors grows and new labor is onboarded,”

says Chuck Waltman a Houston based contractor. It is vital that project managers be
able to see which actions are being steadily executed for consistent results.
By using this vital project data, project managers can help identify the “why” behind
critical project outcomes that can lead to more profitable decisions, such as:
● Improved risk management - project managers can use project control data to
identify the areas of the project most likely to go over budget, giving them ample
time to develop a contingency plan to help mitigate these concerns.
● Increased mobility in planning - in a fluid construction ecosystem, identifying the
most repeatable and scalable actions allows for more accurate scheduling,
budgeting, and forecasting as the project unfolds.

Easier to Assess Project Performance
When project managers do not have all of the data, it is easy to chalk up a profitable
project as a “win.” However, many construction projects leave profit on the table. When
using ICT Tracking software, data can be used to control costs and protect profits by:
● Ensuring quicker project completion - the data will help project managers avoid
situations that may lead to costly delays, unnecessary labor hours, and
counter-productive overruns.
● Improving competitive bidding - having the right information pertaining to
productivity provides more leverage to the sales team to competitively bid
projects and have more confidence in the margins.

Improved Payout Processes

A final way that accurate data helps prevent profit loss is through improved payout
processes. Managing payout applications can be a complex and frustrating process for
contractors. Contractors should be paid for the work they perform, but using dated
documentation systems, can be difficult and inconvenient for contractors to provide
proof of work.
Using the ICT Tracker, contractors are able to quickly and conveniently provide
documentation of the work they have performed in a centralized location and have it
assessed as part of the progress status. The software makes it easy for the owners and
managers to approve work and initiate timely payouts, keeping contractor morale high
and ensuring their best work moving forward.

Protect Profits with Accurate Construction Data
The commercial construction landscape has emerged from the COVID-19 pandemic
more competitive than ever. As a result, it is essential that project teams take every
measure possible to protect profits. By utilizing software that provides accurate project
data, project teams can improve processes along numerous lines that will optimize
construction project profits.
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